
Real Stories and Practical Approaches to 

Dealing with Dog Cancer

• Insert your personalized letter inside the book

• Make a statement that will be heard and remembered

Aimee Quemuel is an avid animal 

advocate and founder 

of FightDogCancer.com, a 

community driven information source 

and social network. 

FightDogCancer.com not only 

creates a community where dog 

owners can share tips and advice, 

post pictures and simply just vent 

about the journey, but also leverages 

the power of information to raise 

money for dog cancer charities.

http://www.happyabout.com/42rules/fightdogcancer.php

Want More Info? Contact the Authors or Your Super Star Press Sales Representative

More about the Book:

Experts predict that half of all dogs will get 

some type of cancer in their lifetimes with 80 

percent of dogs over the age of 10 dying from 

the disease. The grim statistics go on and on. 

But the good news is that for every dog that 

passes away, there are thousands of stories of 

survival yet to be told.

42 Rules to Fight Dog Cancer (2nd Edition) is a 

compilation of real stories, told by real people 

about their successful battle against dog 

cancer. The book is rooted in the thought that 

through the collective knowledge of dog owners 

everywhere, we will be closer to eradicating 

this disease. Filled with concrete tips that you 

can start using immediately, 100% of the 

author's proceeds will be donated to dog-

related causes.

Prices for customized (starburst and/or logo on jacket, letter 

inside) books:

 10-99* - $ 16.96/book 

 100-249* - $ 15.96/book 

 250-499** - $ 14.96/book 

 500-749** - $ 13.97/book 

 750-999 - $ 12.97/book

 1,000-4,499 - $ 11.98/book

 5,000-9,999 - $ 9.99/book

 10,000-24,999 - $ 7.99/book

 25,000-99,999 - $ 6.99/book

 100,000-999,999 - $ 4.99/book

 1,000,000+ - $ 1.99/book

eBooks:

 1-10* - $ 11.95/book 

 10-999* - $ 7.50/book 

 1,000+ ** - $ 3.50/book (in lots of 1000)

* Plus $500 customization charge 

** Plus $250 customization charge 

Note: Will add shipping (and tax in CA)

Aimee Quemuel

Get your own customized edition of 

42 Rules to Fight Dog Cancer (2nd Edition)!

http://www.fightdogcancer.com/
http://www.fightdogcancer.com/

